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Abstract

Identification of all pairs of objects in a dataset whose similarity is not less
than a specified threshold is of major importance for management, search,
and analysis of data. Set similarity joins are commonly used to implement
this operation; they scale to large datasets and are versatile to represent a
variety of similarity notions. Most methods proposed so far present two main
phases at a high level of abstraction: candidate generation producing a set of
candidate pairs and verification applying the actual similarity measure to the
candidates and returning the correct answer. Previous work has primarily
focused on the reduction of candidates, where candidate generation presented
the major effort to obtain better pruning results. Here, we propose an oppo-
site approach. We drastically decrease the computational cost of candidate
generation by dynamically reducing the number of indexed objects at the
expense of increasing the workload of the verification phase. Our experimen-
tal findings show that this trade-off is advantageous: we consistently achieve
substantial speed-ups as compared to known algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Similarity joins pair objects from a dataset whose similarity is not less
than a specified threshold; the notion of similarity is mathematically approx-
imated by a similarity function defined on the collection of relevant features
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representing two objects. This is a core operation for many important ap-
plication areas including data cleaning [2, 3], text data support in relational
databases [4, 5], collaborative filtering [6], Web indexing [7, 8], social net-
works [6], and information extraction [9].

Several issues make the realization of similarity joins challenging. First,
the objects to be matched are often sparsely represented in very high dimensions—
text data is a prominent example. It is well known that indexing techniques
based on data-space partitioning are often outperformed by simple sequential
scans at high dimensionality [10]. Moreover, many domains involve very large
datasets, therefore scalability is a prime requirement. Finally, the concept
of similarity is intrinsically application-dependent. Thus, a general purpose
similarity join realization has to support a variety of similarity functions [3].

Recently, set similarity joins gained popularity as a means to tackle the
issues mentioned above [2, 3, 8, 11–13]. The main idea behind this special
class of similarity joins is to view operands as sets of features and employ a set
similarity function to assess their similarity. An important property, predi-
cates containing set similarity functions can be expressed by the set overlap
abstraction [3, 11]. Several popular measures belong to the general class
of set similarity functions, including Jaccard, Dice, Hamming, and Cosine.
Moreover, even when not representing a similarity function on its own, set
overlap constraints can still be used as an effective filter for metric distances
such as the string edit distance [5, 14].

As a concrete example, consider the data cleaning domain. A fundamental
data cleaning activity is the identification of the so-called “fuzzy duplicates”,
i.e., multiple and non-identical representations of a real-world entity. Fuzzy
duplicates appear in a dataset often owing to data entry errors like typos and
misspellings. In such cases, fuzzy duplicates exhibit slight textual deviations
and can be identified by applying a (self) similarity join over the dataset. A
widely used notion of string similarity is based on the concept of q-grams.
Informally, a q-gram is a substring of size q, obtained by ”sliding“ a window of
size q over the characters of a given string. We can view q-grams as features
representing a string. Employing similarity joins based on multidimensional
data structures is problematic due to high-dimensionality of the underlying
space: up to ∣Σ∣q, where Σ is the alphabet from which strings are built (see
further discussion in Section 8). In this context, set similarity joins have
been the method of choice to realize similarity matching based on q-grams
[2, 3]. Besides efficiency, the corresponding set similarity functions have
been shown to provide competitive quality results compared to other (more
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complex) similarity functions [15].

Example 1. Let s1 = Kaiserslautern and s2 = Kaisersautern be strings;
their respective set of 2-grams are:

q(s1) = {Ka, ai, is, se, er, rs, sl, la, au, ut, te, er, rn}

q(s2) = {Ka, ai, is, se, er, rs, sa, au, ut, te, er, rn}.

Consider the Jaccard similarity (JS), which is defined as:

JS (x1, x2) =
∣x1 ∩ x2∣

∣x1 ∪ x2∣
,

where x1 and x2 are set operands. Applying Jaccard on the q-gram sets of
s1 and s2, we obtain: JS (q(s1), q(s2)) = 11/(13 + 12− 11) ∼= 0.785.

Most set similarity joins algorithms are composed of two main phases:
candidate generation, which produces a set of candidate pairs, and verifica-
tion, which applies the actual similarity measure to the generated candidates
and returns the correct answer. Recently, Xiao et. al [13] improved the pre-
vious state-of-the-art similarity join algorithm due to Bayardo et al. [12] by
pushing the overlap constraint checking into the candidate generation phase.
To reduce the number of candidates even more, the authors proposed the
suffix filtering technique, where a relatively expensive operation is carried
out before qualifying a pair as a candidate. For that purpose, the overlap
constraint is converted into an equivalent Hamming distance and subsets are
verified in a coordinated way using a divide-and-conquer algorithm. As a
result, the number of candidates is substantially reduced, often to the same
order of magnitude of the result set size.

In this paper, we propose a new index-based algorithm for set similarity
joins. Our work builds upon the previous work of [12] and [13], however, we
follow an opposite approach to that of [13]. Our focus is on the decrease of
the computational cost of candidate generation instead of reduction of the
number of candidates. For this, we introduce the concept of min-prefix, a
generalization of the prefix filtering concept [3, 11] applied to indexed sets.
Min-prefix allows to dynamically maintain the length of the inverted lists
reduced to a minimum, and therefore the candidate generation time is dras-
tically decreased. We address the increasing in the workload of the verifica-
tion phase, a side-effect of our approach, by interrupting the computation of
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candidate pairs that will not meet the overlap constraint as early as possible.
We also improve the overlap score accumulation by avoiding the overhead of
dedicated data structures. Furthermore, we consider disk-based and parallel
versions of the algorithm. Finally, we conduct a thorough experimental eval-
uation using synthetic and real datasets. Our results demonstrate that our
algorithm consistently outperforms the so-far known ones for unweighted and
weighted sets and reveal important trends of set similarity join algorithms in
general.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines our
terminology and reviews important optimization techniques for set similarity
joins. In Section 3, we introduce the min-prefix concept and show how it can
be exploited to improve the runtime of set similarity joins. In Section 4,
we present further optimizations in the candidate generation and verification
phase. Section 5 considers disk-based and parallel versions of mpjoin and
Section 6 describes the version for weighted sets. Experimental results are
presented in Section 7. We discuss related work in Section 8, before we wrap
up with the conclusions in Section 9.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we first provide background material on set similarity join
concepts and techniques. Then, we describe the baseline algorithm for set
similarity joins that we use in this work.

2.1. Background

Given a finite universe U of features and a set collection C, where every
set consists of a number features from U ,2 let Sim(x1, x2) be a set similarity
function that maps a pair of sets x1 and x2 to a number in [0, 1]. We assume
the similarity function is commutative, i.e., Sim(x1, x2) = Sim(x2, x1). Given
a threshold , 0 ≤  ≤ 1, our goal is to identify all pairs (x1, x2) , x1, x2 ∈ C,
which satisfy the similarity predicate Sim(x1, x2) ≥ .

We focus on a general class of set similarity functions, for which the sim-
ilarity predicate can be equivalently represented as a set overlap constraint.
Specifically, we express the original similarity predicate in terms of an overlap
lower bound (overlap bound, for short) [3].

2In Section 6, we consider weighted sets where features have associated weights.
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Table 1: Set similarity functions

Function Definition minoverlap(x1, x2) [minsize(x),maxsize(x)]

Jaccard
∣x1 ∩ x2∣

∣x1 ∪ x2∣



1 + 
(∣x1∣+ ∣x2∣)

[

 ∣x∣ ,
∣x∣



]

Dice
2 ∣x1 ∩ x2∣

∣x1∣+ ∣x2∣
 (∣x1∣+ ∣x2∣)

2

[

 ∣x∣

2− 
,
(2− ) ∣x∣



]

Cosine
∣x1 ∩ x2∣
√

∣x1∣ ∣x2∣

√

∣x1∣ ∣x2∣

[

2 ∣x∣ ,
∣x∣

2

]

Definition 1 (Overlap Bound). Let x1 and x2 be sets of features, Sim
be a set similarity function, and  be a similarity threshold. The overlap
bound between x1 and x2 relative to Sim, denoted by minoverlap(x1, x2),
is a function that maps  and the sizes of x1 and x2 to a real value, s.t.
Sim(x1, x2) ≥  iff ∣x1 ∩ x2∣ ≥ minoverlap(x1, x2).

Hence, the similarity join problem is reduced to a set overlap problem,
where all pairs whose overlap is not less than minoverlap(x1, x2) are returned.
Table 1 shows the overlap bound of the following widely used similarity func-
tions [2, 11, 13, 16, 17]: Jaccard, Dice, and Cosine. An important observation
is that, for all similarity functions, minoverlap(x1, x2) increases monotoni-
cally with one or both set sizes.

The set overlap formulation enables the derivation of size bounds. In-
tuitively, observe that ∣x1 ∩ x2∣ ≤ ∣x1∣ for ∣x2∣ ≥ ∣x1∣, i.e., set overlap and,
therefore, similarity are trivially bounded by ∣x1∣. By carefully exploiting the
similarity function definition, it is possible to derive tighter bounds allowing
immediate pruning of candidate pairs whose sizes differ enough.

Definition 2 (Set Size Bounds). Let x1 be a set of features, Sim be a set
similarity function, and  be a similarity threshold. The size bounds of x1

relative to Sim are functions, denoted by minsize(x1) and maxsize(x1), that
map  and the size of x1 to a real value, s.t. ∀x2, if Sim(x1, x2) ≥ , then
minsize(x1) ≤ ∣x2∣ ≤ maxsize(x1).

Therefore, given a set x, we can safely ignore all sets whose size do not
fall within the interval [minsize(x),maxsize(x)]. Table 1 shows the set size
bounds of the aforementioned similarity functions.
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Overlap bound and set size bounds give raise to several other optimiza-
tions. We can prune a the comparison space by exploiting the prefix filtering
concept [3]. The idea is to derive a new overlap constraint to be applied on
subsets of the operand sets. More specifically, for any two sets x1 and x2

under a same total order O, if ∣x1 ∩ x2∣ ≥ �, the subsets consisting of the
first ∣x1∣ −�+1 elements of x1 and the first ∣x2∣ −�+1 elements of x2 must
share at least one element [3, 11]. We refer to such subsets as prefix filtering
subsets, or simply prefixes, when the context is clear; further, let pref (x)
denote the prefix of a set x, i.e., pref (x) is the subset of x containing the
first ∣pref (x)∣ elements according to the ordering O. It is easy to see that,
for � = ⌈minoverlap(x1, x2)⌉, the set of all pairs (x1, x2) sharing a common
prefix element is a superset of the correct result. Thus, one can identify
matching candidates by examining only a fraction of the original sets.

The exact prefix size is determined by minoverlap(x1, x2), which varies
according to each matching pair. Given a set x1, a question is how to deter-
mine ∣pref (x1)∣ such that it suffices to identify all matchings of x1 (no false
negatives). Clearly, we have to take the largest prefix in relation to all x2.
Because the prefix size varies inversely with minoverlap(x1, x2), ∣pref (x1)∣ is
largest when ∣x2∣ is smallest (recall that minoverlap(x1, x2) increases mono-
tonically with ∣x2∣). The smallest possible size of x2, such that the overlap
constraint can be satisfied, is minsize(x1).

Definition 3 (Max-prefix). Let x1 be a set of features. The max-prefix
of x1, denoted by maxpref (x1), is its smallest prefix needed for identifying
∀x2 s.t. ∣x1 ∩ x2∣ ≥ minoverlap(x1, x2). The size of max-prefix is given by:
∣maxpref (x1)∣ = ∣x1∣ − ⌈minsize(x1)⌉+ 1.

Another optimization consists of sorting C in increasing order of the set
sizes. By exploiting this ordering, one can ensure that x1 is only matched
against x2, such that ∣x2∣ ≥ ∣x1∣. As a result, the prefix size of x can
be reduced: instead of maxpref (x), we obtain a shorter prefix by using
minoverlap(x, x) to calculate the prefix size [12, 13, 17].

Definition 4 (Mid-prefix). Let x1 be a set of features. The mid-prefix
of x1, denoted by midpref (x), is its smallest prefix needed for identifying
∀x2 ≥ x1 s.t. ∣x1 ∩ x2∣ ≥ minoverlap(x1, x2). The size of mid-prefix is given
by: ∣midpref (x1)∣ = ∣x1∣ − ⌈minoverlap(x1, x1)⌉+ 1.
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Example 2. Recall the sets of q-grams from Example 1, i.e., q(s1) and
q(s2). Consider JS as similarity function and  = 0.75. We have ∣q(s1)∣ = 13
and ∣q(s2)∣ = 12. Then, we have ⌈minoverlap(q(s1), q(s2))⌉ = 11. For
q(s1), we have [⌊minsize(q(s1))⌋, ⌈maxsize(q(s1))⌉] = [10, 18]. Further, we
have ∣maxpref (q(s1))∣ = 4 and ∣midpref (q(s1))∣ = 3. Assuming, for simplic-
ity, that the features of q(s1) are already sorted according to some order O
as depicted in Example 1, we have maxpref (q(s1)) = {Ka, ai, is, se} and
midpref (q(s1)) = {Ka, ai, is}.

Feature ordering can be further exploited to improve performance. Be-
cause O imposes an ordering on the elements of a set x, we can use the
positional information of a common feature between two sets to quickly ver-
ify whether or not there are enough remaining features in both sets to meet
a given threshold (see [13], Lemma 1). Given a set x =

{

f1, . . . , f∣x∣
}

, where
the subscripts represent the feature position in the set, let rem(x, i) denote
the number of features following the feature fi in x; thus, rem(x, i) = ∣x∣− i.
We can also rearrange the sets in C according to a specific order, namely the
feature frequency ordering, Of , to obtain sets ordered by increasing feature
frequencies. The idea is to minimize the number of sets agreeing on prefix
elements and, in turn, candidate pairs by shifting lower frequency features
to the prefix positions [3].

2.2. The ppjoin Algorithm

We are now ready to present a “baseline” algorithm for set similarity joins.
Algorithm 1 shows ppjoin [13], a state-of-the-art, index-based algorithm that
comprises all optimizations previously described. Henceforth, we assume that
the set collection C is sorted in increasing order of the set sizes as well as
each set is sorted according to the total order Of .

The top-level loop of ppjoin scans the dataset C, where, for each set xp, a
candidate generation phase delivers a set of candidates by probing the index
with the feature elements of maxpref (xp) (lines 4–9). We call the set xp,
whose features are used to probe the index, a probing set ; any set xc that
appears in the scanned inverted lists is a candidate set of xp. Besides the
accumulated overlap score, the hash-based map M also stores the feature
positional information of xp and xc (line 7). In the verification phase, the
probing set and its candidates are checked against the similarity predicate
and those pairs satisfying the predicate are added to the result set (line 10).
(We defer details about the Verify procedure to Section 4.1.) Finally, a
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Algorithm 1: The ppjoin algorithm
Input: A set collection C, a threshold 

Output: A set S containing all pairs (xp, xc) such that Sim(xp, xc) ≥ 

I1, I2, . . . , I∣U ∣ ← ∅, S ← ∅1

foreach xp ∈ C do2

M ← empty map from set id to (os, i, j) // os = overlap score3

foreach fi ∈ maxpref (xp) do // candidate generation phase4

Remove all (xc, j) from If s.t. ∣xc∣ < minsize(xp)5

foreach (xc, j) ∈ If do6

M (xc)← (M (xc).os + 1, i, j)7

if M (xc).os +min(rem(xp, i), rem(xc, j)) < minoverlap(xp, xc)8

M (xc).os ← −∞ // do not consider xc anymore9

S ← S ∪Verify(xp,M, ) // verification phase10

foreach fi ∈ midpref (xp) do // index xp11

If ← If ∪ {(xp, i)}12

return S13

pointer to set xp is appended to each inverted list If associated with the
features of midpref (xp) (lines 11 and 12). Note that the algorithm also
indexes the feature positional information, which is needed for checking the
overlap bound (line 8). Additionally, the algorithm employs the lower bound
of the set size to dynamically remove sets from inverted lists (line 5).

Note that Algorithm 1 has a different notation from that of Xiao et al.
[13] and also present some minor modifications. First, we use the notation
introduced in the previous section for overlap bound, size bounds, and pre-
fixes. In the original paper, the authors presented an instantiation of ppjoin
for the Jaccard; for example, given a set x, they used ∣x∣ for the lower bound
of the set size, whereas, here, we generally use minsize(x). Further, we store
positional information in the hash-based map. As we will see shortly, this
information is used in the Verify procedure to find the position of the last
feature matched in the candidate generation phase (for both sets of each
candidate pair). In their paper, Xia et al. used the accumulated overlap
score to (approximately) obtain this information (see Algorithm 2 in [13],
lines 8 and 12). Finally, we incorporated the mid-prefix optimization in our
algorithm. Note that mid-prefix corresponds to the optimization presented
in [13], Lemma 3 (again, instantiated for Jaccard).
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(a) No. of candidates: Jaccard on DBLP
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(b) Runtime efficiency: Jaccard on DBLP

Figure 1: Number of candidates vs. runtime efficiency

3. Generalizing Prefix Filtering

In this section, we first empirically show that the number of generated
candidates can be highly misleading as a measure of runtime efficiency. Mo-
tivated by this observation, we introduce the min-prefix concept and propose
a new algorithm that focuses on minimizing the computational cost of can-
didate generation.

3.1. Candidate Reduction vs. Runtime Efficiency

Most set similarity join algorithms operate on shorter set representa-
tions in the candidate generation phase (e.g., prefixes) followed by a poten-
tially more expensive stage where a thorough verification is conducted on
each candidate. Accordingly, previous work has primarily focused on candi-
dates reduction where increased effort is dedicated to candidate generation
to achieve stronger filtering effectiveness. In this vein, an intuitive approach
consists of moving part of the verification into candidate generation. For
example, we can generalize the prefix filtering concept to subsets of any size:
(∣x∣ − � + c)-sized prefixes must share at least c features. This idea has al-
ready been used for related similarity operations, but in different algorithmic
frameworks [9, 16]. Let us examine this approach applied to ppjoin. We can
easily swap part of the workload between verification and candidate genera-
tion by increasing feature indexing from midpref (x) to maxpref (x) (Alg. 1,
line 11). We call this version u-ppjoin, because it corresponds to a variant
of ppjoin for unordered datasets. Although u-ppjoin considers more sets for
candidate generation, a larger number of candidate sets are pruned by the
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overlap constraint (Alg. 1, lines 8–9). Figure 1(a) shows the results of both
algorithms w.r.t. the number of candidates and runtime for varying Jaccard
thresholds on a 100K sample taken from the DBLP dataset (details about the
datasets are given in Section 7). As we see in Fig. 1, u-ppjoin indeed reduces
the amount of candidates, especially for lower similarity thresholds, thereby
reducing the verification workload3. However, the run time results showed in
Fig. 1(b) are reversed: u-ppjoin is considerably slower than ppjoin. Similar
results were reported by Bayardo et al. [12] for the unordered version of their
All-pairs algorithm. We also observed identical trends on several other real
world datasets as well as for different growth pattern of feature indexing.
These results reveal that, at least for inverted-list-based algorithms, candi-
date set reduction alone is a poor measure of the overall efficiency. Moreover,
they suggest that the trade-off of workload shift between candidate genera-
tion and verification can be exploited in the opposite way.

3.2. The Min-prefix Concept

A set xc is indexed by appending a pointer to the inverted lists associated
with features fj ∈ midpref (xc), which results in an indexed set, denoted by
I (xc); accordingly, let I (xc, fj) denote a feature fj ∈ xc whose associated
list has a pointer to xc. A list holds a reference to xc until being accessed
by a probing set xp s.t. minsize(xp) > ∣xc∣, when this reference is eventually
removed due to size bound checking (Alg. 1, line 5). We call the interval
between the indexing of the set xc and the last set xp with minsize(xp) not
greater than xc the validity window of I (xc). Within its validity window,
any appearance of I (xc) in lists accessed by a probing set either elects I (xc)
as a new candidate, if the first appearance thereof, or accumulates its overlap
score.

As previously mentioned, the exact (and minimal) size of pref (xc) is de-
termined by the lower bound of pairwise overlap between xc and a reference
set xp. As our key observation, the minimal size of pref (xc) monotonically de-
creases along the validity window of I (xc) due to dataset pre-sorting. Hence,
as the validity window of xc is processed, an increasing number of the indexed
features in midpref (xc) no longer suffices alone to elect xc as a candidate.

3Actually, the verification workload is even more reduced than suggested by number of
candidates. Due to the increased overlap score accumulation in the candidate generation,
many more candidates are discarded at the very beginning of the verification phase.
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Figure 2: Min-prefix example

More specifically, we introduce the concept of min-prefix, formally stated as
follows.

Definition 5. (Min-prefix) Let xc be a set and let pref (xc) be a prefix of xc.
Let xp be a reference set. Then pref (xc) is a min-prefix of xc relative to xp,
denoted as minpref (xc, xp), iff 1+ rem (xc, j) ≥ minoverlap(xp, xc) holds for
all fj ∈ pref (xc).

When processing a probing set xp, the following fact is obvious: if xc first
appears in an inverted list associated with a feature fj /∈ minpref (xc, xp),
then (xc, xp) cannot meet the overlap bound. We call a feature I (xc, fj),
which is not an element of minpref (xc, xp), a stale feature relative to xp.

Example 3. Fig. 2 shows an example with an indexed set I (x1) of size 10
and two probing sets x2 and x3 of size 10 and 16, respectively. Given Jaccard
as similarity function and a threshold of 0.6, we have midpref (x1) = 3, which
corresponds to the number of indexed features of I (x1). For x2, we have
minpref (x1, x2) = 3; thus, no stale features are present. On the other hand,
for x3 as reference set, we have minpref (x1, x3) = 1. Hence, I (x1, f2) and
I (x1, f3) are stale features.

The relationship between the prefix types is shown in Fig. 3. The three
prefixes are minimal in different stages of an index-based set similarity join by
exploiting different kinds of information. In the candidate generation phase,
the size lower bound of a probing set x defines maxpref (x), which is used to
find candidates among the (shorter) sets already indexed. To index x, the set
collection sort order allows reducing the prefix to midpref (x). The prefixes
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Figure 3: Min-prefix generalization of prefix filtering

maxprefix and midprefix are statically defined and fixed-sized. Finally, min-
prefix determines the minimum amount of information that needs to remain
indexed to identify x as a candidate. Differently from the previous prefixes,
minpref (x, xp) is defined in terms of a reference set xp, which corresponds
to the current probing set within the validity window of x; min-prefix is dy-
namically defined and variable-sized. The following lemma states important
properties of stale features according to the set collection and the feature
ordering.

Lemma 1. Let I (xc) be an indexed set and xp be a probing set. If a feature
I (xc, fj) is stale in relation to xp, then I (xc, fj) is stale for any xp′ such
that ∣xp′∣ ≥ ∣xp∣. Moreover, if I (xc, fj) is stale, then any I (xc, fj′), such that
j′ > j, is also stale.

3.3. The mpjoin Algorithm

Algorithm ppjoin only uses stale features for score accumulation. Candi-
date pairs whose first common element is a stale feature are pruned by the
overlap constraint. Because set references are only removed from lists due to
size bound checking, repeated processing of stale features are likely to occur
very often along the validity window of indexed sets. As strongly suggested
by the results reported in Section 3.1, such overhead in candidate generation
can have a negative impact on the overall runtime efficiency.

Listed in Alg. 2, we now present algorithm mpjoin which builds upon
the previous algorithms All-pairs and ppjoin. However, it adopts a novel
strategy in the candidate generation phase. The main idea behind mpjoin is
to exploit the concept of min-prefixes to dynamically reduce the lengths of
the inverted lists to a minimum. As a result, a larger number of irrelevant
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Algorithm 2: The mpjoin algorithm
Input: A set collection C, a threshold 

Output: A set S containing all pairs (xp, xc) such that sim (xp, xc) ≥ 

I1, I2, . . . I∣U ∣ ← ∅, S ← ∅1

foreach xp ∈ C do2

M ← empty map from set id to (os, i, j) // os = overlap score3

foreach fi ∈ maxpref (xp) do // candidate generation phase4

Remove all (xc, j) from If s.t. ∣xc∣ < minsize(xp)5

foreach (xc, j) ∈ If do6

if xc.prefsize < j7

Remove (xc, j) from If // I (xc, j) is stale8

continue9

M (xc)← (M (xc).os + 1, i, j)10

if M (xc).os +min(rem(xp, i), rem(xc, j)) < minoverlap(xp, xc)11

M (xc).os ← −∞ // do not consider xc anymore12

if M (xc) .os+ rem (xc, j) < minoverlap(xp, xc)13

Remove (xc, j) from If // I (xc, j) is stale14

xc.prefsize← ∣xc∣ −minoverlap(xp, xc) + 1// update prefsize15

S ← S ∪Verify(xp,M, ) // verification phase16

xp.prefsize ← ∣midpref (x)∣ // set prefix size information17

foreach fi ∈ midpref (xp) do // index xp18

If ← If ∪ {(xp, i)}19

return S20

candidate sets are never accessed and processing costs for inverted lists are
drastically reduced.

To employ min-prefixes in an index-based similarity join, we need to keep
track of the min-prefix size of each indexed set in relation to the current prob-
ing set. For this reason, we define min-prefix size information as an attribute
of indexed sets, which is named as prefsize in the algorithm. At indexing
time, prefsize is initialized with the size of midprefix (line 17). Further,
whenever a particular inverted list is scanned during candidate generation,
prefsize of all related indexed sets is updated using the overlap bound relative
to the current probing set (line 15). Stale features can be easily identified
by verifying if the prefsize attribute is smaller than the feature positional
information in a given indexed set. This verification is done for each set as
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soon as it is encountered in a list; set references in lists associated with stale
features are promptly removed and the algorithm moves to the next list ele-
ment (lines 07–09). Additionally, for a given indexed set, stale features may
be probed, before its prefsize is updated. Because features of an indexed set
are accessed as per the feature order by a probing set (they can be accessed
in any order by different probing sets though), stale feature can only appear
as a first common element. In this case, it follows from Definition 5 that the
overlap constraint cannot be met and the set reference can be removed from
the list (lines 13 and 14).

The correctness of mpjoin partially follows from Lemma 1: it can be
trivially shown that the inverted-list reduction strategy of mpjoin does not
lead to missing any valid result. Another important property of mpjoin is
that score accumulation is done exclusively on min-prefix elements. This
property ensures the correctness of the Verify procedure, which is described
in the next section.

4. Further Optimizations

In this section, we discuss the verification phase and propose a modifica-
tion to mpjoin concerning the optimization of overlap score accumulation.

4.1. Verification Phase

A side-effect of the index-minimization strategy is the growth of candi-
date sets. Besides that, as overlap score accumulation is performed only on
min-prefixes, larger subsets have to be examined to calculate the complete
overlap score. Thus, high performance is a crucial demand for the verification
phase. In [13], feature positional information is used to leverage prior overlap
accumulation during the candidate generation. We can further optimize the
overlap calculation by exploiting the feature order to design a merge-join-
based algorithm and the overlap bound to define break conditions.

In Alg. 3, we present the algorithm corresponding to the Verify procedure
of mpjoin, which applies the optimizations mentioned above. (Note that we
have switched to a slightly simplified notation.) The algorithm iterates over
each candidate set xc evaluating its overlap with the probing set xp. First, the
starting point for scanning both sets is located (lines 3–6). The approach used
here is similar to ppjoin (see [13] for more details). Note for both sets, the
algorithm starts scanning from the feature following either the last match of
candidate generation, i.e., i+1 or j+1, or the last prefix element. No common
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Algorithm 3: The Verify algorithm
Input: A probing set xp; a map of candidate sets M ; a threshold 

Output: A set S containing all pairs (xp, xc) such that sim (xp, xc) ≥ 

S ← ∅1

foreach xc ∈Ms.t. (overlap←M (xc) .os) ∕= −∞ do2

if (fc ← featAt(xc, xc.prefsize)) < (fp ← featAt(xp, ∣maxpref (xp)∣))3

fp ← featAt(xp,M (xc).i + 1), fc++4

else5

fc ← featAt(xc,M (xc).j + 1), fp++6

while fp ∕= end and fc ∕= end do // merge-join-based overlap calc.7

if fp = fc then overlap++, fp++, fc++8

else9

if rem(min(fp, fc)) + overlap < minoverlap(xp, xc) then break10

min (fp, fc)++ // advance cursor of lesser feature11

if overlap ≥ minoverlap(xp, xc)12

S ← S ∪ {(xp, xc)}13

return S14

feature between xp and xc is missed, because only min-prefix elements were
used for score accumulation during candidate generation. Otherwise, we
could have a last match on a stale feature, i.e., xc.prefsize < j, and miss a
stale feature at position j′ < j, whose reference to xc in the associate inverted
list had been previously removed.

The merge-join-based overlap takes place thereafter (lines 7–11). Feature
matches increment the overlap accordingly; for each mismatch, the break
condition is tested, which consists in verifying if there are enough remaining
features in the set relative to the currently tested feature (line 10). Finally,
the overlap constraint is checked and the candidate pair is added to the result
if there is enough overlap (lines 12 and 13).

4.2. Optimizing Overlap Score Accumulation

Ref. [12] argues that hash-based score accumulators and sequential list
processing provide superior performance compared to the heap-based merg-
ing approach of other algorithms (e.g., [11]). We now propose a simpler
approach by eliminating dedicated data structures and corresponding oper-
ations for score accumulation altogether: overlap scores (and the matching
positional information) can be stored in the indexed set itself as attributes
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in the same way as the min-prefix size information. Therefore, overlap score
can be directly updated as indexed sets are encountered in inverted lists.
We just have to maintain an (re-sizeable) array to store the candidate sets,
which will be passed to the Verify procedure. Finally, after verifying each
candidate, we clear its overlap score and matching positional information.

5. Practical Aspects

In this section, we address two important practical aspects around our
min-prefix approach, namely: a disk-based external version of mpjoin to
work with limited memory and data splitting for parallel execution.

5.1. Disk-Based External Version

So far, we have assumed that there is enough available memory to hold
the index through the whole join processing. Obviously, this is an unreal-
istic assumption, specially when dealing with very large datasets. For this
reason, we have adapted the “out-of-core” version of All-pairs [12], which
conceptually resembles a block nested-loop join: the algorithm makes multi-
ple passes over the input set collection, where a block of the input is indexed
and matched as in the in-memory version at each pass. To produce all the re-
sults, the algorithm has a matching-only phase where it continues executing
the candidate generation phase and verification phase after the last set in a
block has been indexed until the end of the dataset. Here, we can exploit size
bounds to devise a simple yet effective optimization. Instead of proceeding
with the matching-only phase until the end of the dataset we can terminate
the processing of the current block as soon as a set is read whose size is larger
than the size upper bound (maxsize) of the last set indexed. From this point,
we are sure that no other set will be a valid match of any indexed set.

Algorithm 4 shows the disk-based external version of mpjoin. The algo-
rithm has an extra parameter specifying the memory budget. Every time
this budget is exceeded the algorithm enters in the matching only phase and
saves the last set indexed (lines 12 and 13). The main refinement of the algo-
rithm is the stop condition for the matching-only phase (line 3), as described
above. After reading a probing set that is large enough, the algorithm clears
out the index and start a new block following the last set indexed (lines 4–6).

5.2. Parallel Execution

The external version of mpjoin can process arbitrarily large amount of
data. Nevertheless, some sort of parallelism is necessary for dealing with
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Algorithm 4: The out-of-core variant of mpjoin
Input: A set collection C, a threshold , a memory budget parameter
Output: A set S containing all pairs (xp, xc) such that sim (xp, xc) ≥ 

I1, I2, . . . I∣U ∣ ← ∅, S ← ∅, lastIndexedSet ← ∅, indexing ← true,1

while (xp ← read()) ∕= eof do2

if not indexing and maxsize(lastIndexedSet) < ∣xp∣ then3

I1, I2, . . . I∣U ∣ ← ∅, indexing ← true4

xp ← seek(lastIndexedSet)5

continue6

M ← Probe(xp, ) // candidate generation phase7

S ← S ∪Verify(xp,M, ) // verification phase8

if indexing then9

Index (xp)10

if memory budget exceeded then11

indexing ← false // enter matching-only phase12

lastIndexedSet ← xp13

return S14

massive datasets. As for the out-of-core version, size bounds provide a nat-
ural way to split the input data among multiple processors and memories.
This approach was adopted by Theobald et al. [8] in their parallel algorithm;
the underlying technique is basically the same as that used by Arasu et al.
[2] to divide a Jaccard-based set similarity join instance into a set of smaller
Hamming-based ones. In the following, we briefly review this size-based data
splitting strategy and discuss its use with mpjoin.

First, the set of integers is partitioned into P , where each Pi ∈ P is
defined by the interval [li, ri]. Specifically, starting from P1 = [1, 1], define
Pi = [ri−1+1, ⌊maxsize(li)⌋], where maxsize(r) is the size upper bound value
obtained from a set of size r. Next, subsets C1, C2, . . . of C are constructed
as follows: for each set x ∈ C, if ∣x∣ ∈ P , then add x to Ci and Ci+1. It can
be shown that if x1 ∈ Ci and Sim(x1, x2) ≥ , then x2 ∈ Ci−1 ∪ Ci ∪ Ci+1

(see [2] and [8] for details).
We can execute instances of mpjoin on each subset Ci independently.

Only a minor modification onmpjoin is needed to avoid duplicate result pairs.
Given a subset Ci, the algorithm starts with an indexing-only phase, where
incoming sets are directly indexed (Alg. 2, lines 17–19) without executing
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the candidate generation phase and verification phase—contrast this stage
with the matching-only phase of the out-of-core variant. The indexing-only
phase continues until the first set is seen whose size is no shorter than li;
afterwards, the algorithm switches to its normal operation. The reason for
the indexing-only phase is that the sets shorter than li are processed by the
mpjoin instance associated with the subset Ci−1.

As a consequence of the data splitting, each instance of mpjoin processes
input data exhibiting more concentrated set size distribution. As we will em-
pirically demonstrate in Section 7, this fact reduces the performance gains of
mpjoin—and ppjoin as well. Note, however, that some subsets Ci may con-
tain very few elements. Hence, in practice, contiguous subsets will be merged
to form the input of a mpjoin instance. Devising a subset merging strategy
that maximizes both performance of set similarity joins and parallelism is a
topic for future work.

6. The Weighted Case

We now consider the weighted version of the set similarity join problem.
In this version, sets are drawn from a universe of features Uw, where each
feature f is associated with a weight w (f). Weights are used to quantify
the importance of features. In many domains, features show non-uniformity
regarding some semantic properties, such as discriminating power, and there-
fore the definition of an appropriate weighting scheme is instrumental in ob-
taining reasonable results. For instance, the widely used inverse document
frequency weighting scheme (IDF) in Information Retrieval [18] defines fea-
ture weights to be inversely proportional to their frequency, which captures
the intuition that rare features are more relevant for similarity assessment.

All concepts presented in Section 2 can be easily modified to accord with
weighted sets. The weighted size of a set x, denoted as w (x), is given by
the summation of the weight of its elements, i.e., w (x) =

∑

f∈xw (f). Cor-
respondingly, the weighted Jaccard similarity (WJS), for example, is de-
fined as WJS (x1, x2) = w (x1 ∩ x2)/w (x1 ∪ x2). The prefix definition has
to be slightly modified as well. Given an overlap bound �, the weighted
prefix of a set x, denoted as pref (x), is the shortest subset of x such that
w (pref (x)) > w (x)− �.

We now present the weighted version of mpjoin, called w-mpjoin. The
most relevant modifications are listed in Alg. 5. As main difference tompjoin,
w-mpjoin uses the sum of all feature weights up to a given feature instead
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Algorithm 5: The w-mpjoin algorithm
. . .

foreach fi ∈ maxpref (xp) do // candidate generation phase

Remove all (xc, c (fj) , j) ∈ If from If s.t. w (xc) < minsize(xp)6

foreach (xc, c (fj) , j) ∈ If do7

if xc.prefsize + w (fj) < c (fj)8

Remove (xc, c (fj) , j) from If // I (xc, c (fj) , j) is stale9

continue10

M (xc)← (M (xc) .os+ w (fj) , i, j)11

if M (xc).os +min(crem(xp, i), crem(xc, j)) < minoverlap(xp, xc)12

M (xc) .os← −∞ // do not consider xi anymore13

if M (xc).os + crem(xc, j) < minoverlap(xp, xc)14

Remove (xc, c (fj) , j) from If // I (xc, c (fj) , j) is stale15

xc.prefsize ← w (xc)−minoverlap(xp, xc)16

S ← S ∪Verify(xp,M, ) // verification phase17

cweight ← 018

foreach fi ∈ midpref (xp) do // index xp19

cweight ← cweight + w (fi)20

If ← If ∪ {(xp, cweight , i)}21

xp.prefsize ← cweight22

. . .23

of feature positional information. For this reason, we define the cumulative
weight of a feature fi ∈ x as c (fi) =

∑

w (fj), where 1 ≤ j ≤ i. We then
index c (fi), for each fi ∈ midpref (x) and set prefsize to the cumulative
weight of the last feature in midpref (x) (lines 18–22). Note that feature
positional information is still necessary to find the starting point of scanning
in the Verify procedure.

The utility of the cumulative weight in the candidate generation is twofold.
First, it is used for overlap bound checking. Given c (fi), the cumulative
weight of the features following fi in x is crem(x, i) = w (x)− c (fi). Hence,
crem can be used to verify whether or not there are enough remaining cu-
mulative weight to reach the overlap bound (lines 12 and 14). Second, the
cumulative weight is used to identify stale features by comparing it with
prefsize (line 08). Note that the cumulative weight of the last feature in
minpref (xc, xp) is always greater than the current prefsize. Hence, to be sure
that a given feature is stale, we have to add the weight of the current feature
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to prefsize before comparing it to the cumulative weight.
For brevity, we do not discuss the weighted version of the Verify proce-

dure, but the modifications needed are straightforward.

7. Experiments

The main goal of our experiments is to measure the runtime performance
of our algorithms, mpjoin and w-mpjoin, and compare them against previous,
state-of-the-art set similarity join algorithms. We also aim at identifying the
most important characteristics of the input data driving the performance of
the set similarity joins algorithms under study. To this end, we conduct our
study under several different data distributions and configuration parameters
using real and synthetic datasets. Finally, we present a scalability study
where the out-of-core variant of the algorithms under study is evaluated.4

All tests were run on an Intel Xeon Quad Core 3350 2,66 GHz, about 2.5 GB
of main memory, and using Java Sun JDK 1.6.0.

7.1. Algorithms

We focused on index-based algorithms, because they consistently outper-
form competitor signature-based algorithms [12] (see discussion in Sect. 8)
and implemented the best known index-based algorithms due to Xiao et al.
[13]. For unweighted sets, we used ppjoin+, an improved version of ppjoin,
which applies a suffix filtering technique in the candidate generation phase to
substantially reduce the number of candidates. This algorithm constitutes an
interesting counterpoint to mpjoin. We also explored a hybrid version, which
combines mpjoin and ppjoin+ by adding the suffix filtering procedure in
mpjoin (Alg. 2, inside the loop of line 6 and after line 15). As recommended
by the authors, we performed suffix filtering only once for each candidate
pair and limited the recursion level to 2. For weighted sets, however, it is
not clear how to adapt the suffix filtering technique, because the underlying
algorithm largely employs set partitioning based on subset size. In contrast,
when working with weighted sets, cumulative weights have to be used, which
requires subset scanning to calculate them also for unseen elements. For this
reason, this approach is likely to result in poor performance. Therefore, we

4We do not consider the parallel version of the algorithms in our experiments. The
relative performance of the algorithms under parallel execution can be nevertheless roughly
estimated from the results presented in this section.
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(c) Count-frequency plot of
features for q = 2–4,
DTA dataset

Figure 4: Set size and and feature frequency distributions

refrained from using ppjoin+ and instead employed our adaptation of ppjoin
for weighted sets, denoted w-ppjoin. For evaluation of weighted sets, we used
the well-known IDF weighting scheme. For brevity, we only report results for
the Jaccard similarity. The corresponding results for other similarity func-
tions follow identical trends. In the experiments, we focus on evaluating the
performance gains obtained from the optimized candidate generation phase,
in particular, the effectiveness of the min-prefix technique. Therefore, we
used the improved verification procedure in all algorithms (see Section 4.1).

7.2. Datasets

We used two well-known real datasets: DBLP containing information
about computer science publications (dblp.uni-trier.de/xml) and IMDB con-
taining information about movies (www.imdb.com). To obtain different data
distributions, we first derived three subsets from each dataset by selecting
different fields from them: title (DT ), author (DA), and their concatenation
(DTA), for DBLP ; title (IT ), actor (IA), and their concatenation (ITA),
for IMDB. We randomly selected strings from the corresponding fields, con-
verted them to upper-case letters and eliminated repeated white spaces. Each
string is converted into a set of features by tokenizing it into sets of q-grams
and using the Karp–Rabin fingerprint function [19] to map each q-gram to a
hash value (with small probability of collision). We then ordered the features
within a set according to their frequency, and stored the sets in ascending size
order. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) plot the set size distribution. The values of the
DBLP datasets and IT fit reasonably well to a log-normal model (note the
log scale on both axes), whereas those of ITA and IA (only ITA is shown)
resembles a power-law relationship. Besides the set size, we also vary the
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Table 2: Parameters used in the experiments

Parameter � � � q N 

Description
normal
mean

normal std.
deviation

Zipf ex-
ponent

q-gram
size

no. of
input sets

threshold

Range [50, 300] [10, 50] [0.6, 2] [2, 4] [0.1M, 1M ] [0.5, 0.9]

Default 100 25 1 2 0.1M 0.75

feature frequency distribution of the datasets by using differing q-gram sizes.
Figure 4(c) shows the “count-frequency plot”5 for q ranging from 2 to 4 on
the DTA dataset—we obtained similar results with the other datasets. The
distributions seem to follow a power-law distribution with exponent � about
1.125, 1.194, and 1.509, for q = 2, q = 3, and q = 4, respectively,6 i.e., the
skewness increases with the size of q.

In addition, we generated synthetic set collections to have closer control
over data distribution and to support our conclusions on real datasets. The
details of data generation process are as follows: we first created N sets and
inserted them into a list L. Then, we generated one unique feature value v
(using sequential numbers) at a time together with its frequency f ; for each
generated feature v, we randomly selected f sets from L and insert a copy
of v into each of them. When a set was entirely filled, we removed it from
L and we continued the process until L is empty. Set sizes were drawn from
a normal distribution and feature frequency from a Zipf distribution [21].
Table 2 summarizes the parameters used for data generation as well as those
regarding the input of the similarity join algorithms, i.e., number of input
sets and threshold. We used the default value unless stated otherwise.

5For this plot, we excluded frequencies with count less than 10 to avoid fluctuation
effects.

6We used a traditional and simple procedure to model the feature frequency distribution
with a power-law distribution: we fit a straight line on the (log-log) “count-frequency plot”
using least-square linear regression and took the absolute slope of the straight line as the
exponent �. Note that accurately estimating � as well as making a strong case for a
power-law distribution against competing distributions is a difficult problem. In [20], the
authors propose maximum likelihood estimators and goodness-of-fit tests based on the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov measure and likelihood ratios. Here, an approximate modeling is
nevertheless sufficient for the purposes of our discussion.
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Figure 5: Performance results on synthetic data

7.3. Performance Results on Synthetic Datasets

We first analyze the performance of the algorithms under controlled data
distribution parameters, namely, mean and standard deviation of the set
sizes, and skew of the feature frequency distribution. We start with the re-
sults for the unweighted version of the algorithms, which are shown in Figures
5(a)–(c). In all settings, mpjoin clearly exhibits the best performance. In
particular, mpjoin achieves performance gains compared to ppjoin+ about a
factor of 2.5 on average. Although the hybrid version outperforms ppjoin+,
it is about 70% slower than mpjoin on average. Evidently, the candidate re-
duction does not pay-off the extra-effort of the suffix filtering (we emphasize
this observation when we detail the workload of the algorithms).

The performance of all algorithms severely degrades as the mean set size
increases (Figure 5(a)). This effect is not a surprise, because larger sets
translate into larger prefixes and therefore more features are used to probe
the index in the candidate generation phase. Moreover, larger subsets have to
be processed in the verification phase. Another crucial aspect is inverted list
reduction. Because we increased the mean of the set size distribution while
maintaining its standard deviation constant (� = 25), dynamic removal of
indexed sets by size bound and min-prefix checking turned out to be less
effective. For example, consider a set x with size 300, therefore minsize(x) =
225. For � = 300, nearly all the sets have sizes not smaller than minsize(x),
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i.e., sizes are at most three standard deviations smaller than the mean size
(recall that set sizes are normally distributed in this experiment). Likewise,
we have maxsize(x) = 400; hence, the validity window of x will last until
the end of the dataset. In this connection, it is easy to see that the worst-
case scenario is an equi-sized set collection: minpref (x) would be equal to
midpref (x) along the whole validity window of x and minsize(x) checking
would be useless, i.e., dynamic index reduction would not be possible.

Figure 5(b) plots the results with varying �. All algorithms run signifi-
cantly faster as the standard deviation increases, which confirms the influence
of the size distribution spread on performance. Particularly, the performance
gain of mpjoin over ppjoin+ increases from 1.8 to 2.7 as � increases from 10
to 50. This improvement is due to the increased number of set entries as-
sociated with stale features in the index that degrades the performance of
ppjoin+, but are removed by mpjoin.

Figure 5(c) shows the results with varying skew. Again, mpjoin achieves
more than twofold speed-ups on average over ppjoin+. Furthermore, the
runtime of all algorithms is drastically reduced as the skew increases. The
reason for this improvement is that there are an increased number of low-
frequency features with higher skew, which are placed at the prefixes due to
feature frequency ordering. As a result, the inverted lists are shorter and
there is much less prefix overlap between dissimilar sets, thereby decreasing
the number of generated candidates.

Figures 5(d)–(f) plot the results for weighted sets. As for unweighted
sets, w-mpjoin is faster than w-ppjoin in all settings achieving up to twofold
speed-ups. Notably, the algorithms are considerably faster than those for
the unweighted case, because the weighting scheme results in shorter pre-
fixes. In general, we observe the same trends for weighted sets: performance
worsens with larger sets, but improves at higher set size variance and feature
frequency skew. However, data distribution variation affects the algorithms
by a lesser degree owing to the reduced prefix size.

7.4. Performance Results on Real Datasets

We now analyze the efficiency of the set similarity join algorithms using
real datasets. Figure 6(a) shows the runtime performance using unweighted
sets. The trends observed are similar to those on the synthetic data: mpjoin
is the best performing algorithm, ppjoin+ the worst. On all datasets, mpjoin
is more than two times faster than ppjoin+, achieving more than a threefold
speed-up over ppjoin+ on IA and ITA datasets.
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Figure 6: Performance results on real data

The reasons for the above results are revealed in Figure 6(b), which illus-
trates the workload on the candidate generation and verification phases, i.e.,
the number of sets processed in these phases. In the chart, PROBED corre-
sponds to indexed sets appearing in the inverted lists during the candidate
generation phase. Because of the partial overlap score accumulation when
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generating candidates, some sets are immediately pruned at the first overlap
bound checking in the verification phase without further processing (see Alg.
3, line 10); these sets are represented by P-VERIFIED. Finally, VERIFIED
corresponds to the sets that are actually scanned in the verification phase
including those that will be part of the output. Note that mpjoin, hybrid,
and ppjoin+ are abbreviated in the chart by M, H, and P, respectively. In
the candidate generation phase, ppjoin+ doubled the number of indexed sets
needed by mpjoin. The extra indexed sets of ppjoin+ are related to stale
features, i.e., irrelevant candidates that are repeatedly considered along their
validity window. Together with the elimination of dedicated data structures
for score accumulation, the decreased number of sets processed by mpjoin
dramatically reduces the computational cost for candidate generation. As
expected, the number of sets delivered to the verification phase by mpjoin
is larger. Moreover, because fewer features are considered, score accumula-
tion is reduced when generating candidates. As a result, P-VERIFIED is
negligible for mpjoin, i.e., nearly all sets passed on to the verification phase
have to be processed. But now the optimization employed in the verification
phase (see Section 4.1) comes into play and the higher workload does not
translate into an overwhelming performance penalty. For instance, consider
the DTA data set. Even though VERIFIED for mpjoin is about 18x larger
compared to ppjoin+, the overall execution runtime of mpjoin is about 2.8x
shorter. The advantage of faster candidate generation is made explicit when
comparing mpjoin to hybrid. PROBED is the same for both algorithms, but
VERIFIED is about 5.6x shorter for hybrid due to suffix filtering. However,
this saving is ineffective: the overall runtime of hybrid is about the double
of that of mpjoin.

The performance of the algorithms across the datasets is dictated by the
underlying data distribution. The set size distribution of the DBLP datasets
and IT have similar shape (see Figure 4(a)) and the runtime of the algorithms
closely follow the mean set size. On the other hand, all algorithms are faster
on IA and ITA compared to DT and DTA. Although IA and ITA contain
some very large sets, their set size distribution is more dispersed than those
of DA and DTA. As a result, the validity window of indexed sets is shorter
and more entries in the inverted lists are removed due size bound checking.
Also, features become stale more quickly within the validity window, which
favors mpjoin: the performance gap between mpjoin and ppjoin+ is larger
on IA and ITA.

Figure 6(c) shows the results for weighted sets. The trends are similar
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to the ones for unweighted sets. w-mpjoin outperforms w-ppjoin by a factor
larger than 2 in all measurements and the performance of the algorithms
across the datasets follows the respective data distribution. As observed on
the synthetic datasets, all algorithms are much faster on weighted sets (about
one order of magnitude), which is explained by the lower workload owing to
shorter prefixes (see Figure 6(d)).

We also analyzed the performance of the algorithms under different fea-
ture frequency distributions by varying the size of q. As mentioned previ-
ously, the skew increases with the size of q. Figure 6(e) and Figure 6(f)
show the results on DTA and ITA datasets for unweighted and weighted
sets, respectively—we obtained similar results on the other datasets. As for
synthetic data, all algorithms become much faster as the data becomes more
skewed. Note, the performance advantage of mpjoin is more prominent when
the skew is lower. For instance, on the ITA dataset, the performance gains
increase from about 1.7x with q = 4 to 3.1x with q = 2, for unweighted sets;
for weighted sets, the increase is from 1.7x to 2.1x. This observation is of
particular importance, because many application domains are characterized
by relatively low-skewed data. For example, [15] recommends q-grams of size
2 to obtain the best quality results in a data cleaning scenario.

Finally, we measured the runtime performance with varying threshold
parameter. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the results on the DTA and ITA for
unweighted sets, respectively; Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the results on the
same datasets for weighted sets. mpjoin and w-mpjoin remain faster than
their competitors throughout the whole threshold range on both datasets. All
algorithms considerably increased their runtime as the threshold decreases
(two orders of magnitude from 0.9 to 0.5), redmainly because lower thresholds
imply larger prefixes.

7.5. Scalability Experiments

We conducted scalability tests on datasets varying from 100K to 1000K.
We also evaluated the performance of the disk-based version of the algorithms
by restricting the memory budget such that only 200K input sets could be
dynamically indexed and kept memory-resident; for larger numbers of input
sets, the algorithms had to scan the disk-resident input data multiple times
to complete the operation as described in Section 5.1. We report the results
on synthetic data with default parameters (e.g., � = 100, � = 25, � = 1)
and on the DTA dataset. The algorithms were configured to stop indexing
and enter the matching-only phase after indexing (0.35M) 1.2M features for
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(a) DTA dataset, unweighted sets
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(b) ITA dataset, unweighted sets
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(c) DTA dataset, weighted sets
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(d) ITA dataset, weighted sets

Figure 7: Performance results with varying threshold

(weighted) unweighted sets on the synthetic dataset; (1.3M) 3.1M features
for (weighted) unweighted sets on the DTA dataset (these values roughly
reflect the number of features indexed on an input containing 200K sets).

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the results on the synthetic dataset and DTA
for unweighted sets, respectively; Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show the results on
the same datasets for weighted sets. The runtime of all algorithms on both
datasets exhibits a quadratic growth (note that we show the square root of
the runtime). This behavior is expected because the workload in terms of
set candidates maintained and processed by set similarity join algorithms
also grows quadratically with the input size (also observed in [13]). The
growth rate of all algorithms is quite similar and their relative performance
practically stays constant as the input size increases. Finally, the IO overhead
of the disk-resident variant incurs only a little performance penalty as we do
not observe any significant degradation on input data containing more than
200K sets.
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(a) Synthetic dataset, default parameters,
unweighted sets
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(b) DTA dataset, unweighted sets
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(c) Synthetic dataset, default parameters,
weighted sets
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(d) DTA dataset, weighted sets

Figure 8: Scalability results using synthetic and real datasets

7.6. Experimental Summary

In all measurements performed on synthetic and real datasets, mpjoin
and w-mpjoin provided a superior performance than their competitors. We
have shown that a large part of the sets processed during the candidate gen-
eration phase are indeed associated with stale features, i.e., these sets only
add unnecessary overhead, because they cannot be part of the final result.
The optimizations in the verification phase turned out to be effective: the
runtime did not blow up even with a dramatic 18x increase of the number
of candidates. As opposed, suffix filtering was ineffective: the reduction of
the candidates did not compensate the increased runtime in the candidate
generation phase—even when employed together with the min-prefix tech-
nique. This fact emphasizes our observation in Section 3 that reduction of
the candidates should be considered with care, because it does not always
translate into performance gains.
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The spread of the set size distribution has more impact on the perfor-
mance than the set size itself. The algorithms run faster on datasets exhibit-
ing highly dispersed set sizes than datasets containing more uniform set sizes.
In particular, the performance gain of mpjoin and w-mpjoin increases with
the set size variance, because features associated with indexed sets became
stale more quickly in the course of processing. The performance increases
with the skew of the feature frequency distribution because inverted lists
become shorter. On the other hand, the advantage of using the min-prefix
technique to minimize of length of the inverted lists diminishes. The runtime
of all algorithms grows quadratically as the input set increases, as expected.
Finally, by varying input size as well as the threshold parameter, both mpjoin
and w-mpjoin steadily revealed their performance advantage.

8. Related Work

There is a vast body of literature on performing similarity joins in vector
spaces; in this context, a similarity join is a variant of the more general ap-
proach known as spatial join. See [22] for a recent survey. Indexing techniques
for vector spaces are well-suited for implementing similarity joins in applica-
tion domains where the objects can be described by low-dimension feature
vectors and the notion of similarity can be expressed by a distance function
of the Minkowski family, such as the Euclidean distance (L2 norm). How-
ever, all these techniques suffer from the “curse of dimensionality”, meaning
that their performance degrades as the underlying dimensionality increases;
they are often outperformed by sequential scans—already for as few as 10
dimensions [10].

Very often, real world datasets present strong correlations between vari-
ous dimensions or contain unimportant dimensions (e.g., those not exhibiting
any discriminating power) thereby effectively reducing the intrinsic dimen-
sionality compared to the dimensionality of the underlying space. In such
cases, dimension reduction methods [23, 24] and embedding methods (e.g.,
FastMap [25]) can be employed to uncover the intrinsic dimensionality of a
dataset. However, in domains such as text data applications, an effective
dimensionality in the order of hundreds has to be anticipated, even after ag-
gressive dimension reduction (about 90%) [24]. This fact motivates the use of
inherently approximating approaches. To this end, locality-sensitive hashing
(LSH) [26] has been widely used, which is based on hashing functions that
are approximately distance-preserving.
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In many applications, the objects of interest cannot be properly repre-
sented as a collection of features or distance functions of the Minkowski
family are not appropriate. An alternative method for such situations is to
resort to generic metric spaces where the only information available is the
pairwise distance between objects given by a distance metric [27]. In this
context, a common approach consists of using embedding methods to map
object from the original metric space into a vector space; afterwards, spatial
indexes can be used to save distance calculations. See [28] and [29] for such
approaches on text and XML documents, respectively. Other techniques re-
duce the dependency on the parameter space by avoiding the use of pre-built
indexes. For example, reference [30] presents the Quickjoin algorithm, which
recursively partitions the data until each partition is sufficiently small such
that nested-loop joins can be applied in an economical way. Quickjoin has
been shown to perform better than competing methods without index sup-
port. Note that the performance of all metric-space methods heavily relies
on a good pivot selection strategy. Unfortunately, this problem is not well
understood and, in practical applications, pivots are randomly chosen even
though it is likely to lead to suboptimal results [27].

Set similarity joins embody an important method to implement similarity
joins when the objects of interest lend themselves to set representation and
exhibit high dimensionality, such as text data (see other examples of appli-
cation areas in Section 1). In this context, a rich variety of optimizations has
been proposed—most of them were discussed in Section 2 and are used by our
algorithms: derivation of bounds (e.g., size bound [2, 8, 11–13]), exploitation
of a specific data set order [11–13] and feature positional information [13],
and signature schemes [2, 3]. The prefix-filtering concept was first exploited
to improve set similarity joins in [11] and formally defined in [3]; in these
contributions, prefix-filtering is used without any information concerning set
sort order and therefore corresponds to our definition of maxprefix. The use
of smaller prefixes for indexing, i.e. midprefix, was first employed in [12] and
formally defined in [17].

There are two main query processing models for set similarity joins. The
first one uses an unnested representation of sets in which each set element
is represented together with the corresponding object identifier. Here, query
processing is based on signature schemes and commonly relies on relational
database machinery: equi-joins supported by clustered indexes are used to
identify all pairs sharing signatures, and grouping and aggregation operators
together with user-defined functions (UDFs) are used for verification [2, 3].
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The second model is related to Information Retrieval techniques. An index
is built for mapping features to the list of objects containing that feature
[11–13]. The index is then probed for each object to generate the set of can-
didates which will be later evaluated against the overlap constraint. Previous
work has shown that approaches based on indexes consistently outperform
signature-based approaches [12] (see also [31] for selection queries). As pri-
mary reason, a query processing model based on indexes provides superior
optimization opportunities. A major method for that uses an index reduction
technique [12, 13], which minimizes the number of features to be indexed.
Furthermore, most signature schemes are binary, i.e., a single shared signa-
ture suffices to elect a pair of sets as candidates. Also, signatures are solely
used to find candidates; matching signatures are not leveraged in the ver-
ification phase. As a result, both sets representing a candidate pair must
be scanned from the beginning to compute their similarity. In contrast,
approaches based on indexes accumulate overlap scores already during can-
didate generation. Hence, the set elements accessed in this phase can be
ignored in the verification. Inverted lists have also been shown to perform
better than signature-based approaches on simpler kinds of set joins, such as
strict containment and non-zero overlap joins [32].

In addition to exact optimizations, dimension reduction methods can be
used to speed-up set similarity join processing at the cost of producing ap-
proximate results (some valid object pairs may be missed). LSH is the most
popular technique for approximate similarity joins: it can be used to reduce
the size of the input sets [7] as well as signature schemes [33]. Not all set
similarity functions admit an LSH hash function family however. A required
property is that the distance formulation of a similarity function Sim, i.e.
1− Sim, must satisfy the triangle inequality [34]. For example, Jaccard ad-
mits an LSH hash function family, whereas there is not such a function for
Dice [34].

Text similarity joins were first proposed in the context of data integration
in the seminal work of Cohen [4]. In this context, the string edit distance is
typically used as the similarity join predicate. A common approach consists
of mapping strings to sets of q-grams and using set-overlap as edit distance
constraint. The work in [5] implements this approach on top of a relational
query engine. Xiao et al. [14] exploit the locations and contents of mismatch-
ing q-grams to improve filtering.

A related line of work focuses on set-similarity selection queries. The
work in [31] exploits size bounds of the IDF similarity and feature ordering
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in inverted lists to design highly efficient algorithms. Li et al. [16] pro-
pose algorithms to optimize the merging of inverted lists, which is used to
calculate the overlap score of candidates, and investigate different filtering
configurations.

Recent trends concerning similarity joins include: exploitation of paral-
lelism and sort and searching capabilities of GPUs [35]; compact representa-
tion of similarity join results [36]; and text similarity joins using string trans-
formations [37]. Moreover, following the idea presented by Chaudhuri et al.
[3], recent work addresses the integration of similarity joins into DBMS query
engines. For example, [38] exploits Power-law distributions to estimate the
sizes of set similarity join outputs and [39] introduces transformation rules for
the optimization of logical query plans containing similarity join operators.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new index-based algorithm for set similarity
joins. Following a completely different approach compared to previous work,
we focused on a reduction of the computational cost for candidate genera-
tion as opposed to lowering the number of candidates. For this reason, we
introduced the concept of min-prefix, a generalization of the prefix filtering
concept, which allows to dynamically and safely minimize the length of the
inverted lists; hence, a larger number of irrelevant candidate pairs is never
considered and, in turn, a drastic decrease of the candidate generation time
is achieved. As a side-effect of our approach, the workload of the verification
phase is increased. Therefore, we optimized this phase by stopping as early
as possible the computation of candidate pairs that do not meet the overlap
constraint. Moreover, we improved the overlap score accumulation by storing
scores and auxiliary information within the indexed set itself instead of using
a hash-based map. Finally, for dealing with massive datasets, we presented
variants of our algorithm for disk resident data and parallel execution. Our
experimental results on synthetic and real datasets confirm that the proposed
algorithm consistently outperforms the known ones for both unweighted and
weighted sets.
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